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Th Yonng Lady Ac the w.y tjje Oh, Well, Its Only $2.85 Gone to

Thi youiis lady across the way
mya the food situation In Germany

Is- very serious, and she understands
that many a fat old German now
has an abdominal cavity for the first
time In his life.
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Idea. Then carefully fold dotted

Una 1 Into entire length. Then
dotted line t, and so on. Fold each
aeetlon underneath, accurately. When
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YOUNG AND OLD -- TO ONE THAT LIFE 'IS NOT ALL SHM
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I CAH't SEE WWO" NUNS KICKING.
X.BOUY 'VslNEM SHE- - KEEPS. WONDERINC
NNHNtXO WANE FOR OOR NEXT rAErLALU
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Two of a Kind
Ed, (in motorcar) This controls

the brake. It la put on very
quickly In case of emergency.

Co-E- d Oh, I see. Something
like a kimono, Orange Feel.
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to get and dig.
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Only Day Laborers Wirt"

Coach make you'll
haye down

Track candidate, indignantly
laborer. Purple
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VERSATILITY

v PatilnE Show.,
Jones (to Brown, amateur dabbler in chemistry) Did you do any-- i

thing with that great Invention of yours for annihilating German
arroyT

Brown No. It wasn't quite strong enough; but I'm bringing It
out .this year as for allotments.
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COULDNT BE FITTED

Bill

i wlfih II W3Kas aibaaBs
,. London Opinion.

Serjeant (after fruitless searcn for a suitable pair of trousers)
Tou ain't no bllnldn use to me wot you want to do Is to apply for a
transfer to the Highlanders. .'
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" ' The Pilnf Show,
Irate Caller want' to see th editor of the Dally Flail.

I'm afraid he's out,, sir. Is there any message can give
him?

Irate Caller Tea. want to what the devil Is .the use of this
rag of his If he can't arrange for wet during the air-rai- d

period. ,
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Explained

'Sergeant to recruit Explain
what .Is meant by "Mark time."

Recruit Tou lift the left' foot
up and place the right foot along-

side of it and the motion,
Judge.
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Secretive
Thought

Buckle belongs a secret order?
He'.lsa "Knight Carter.;'

Dora Well, I knew
something should kept
under Lamb.
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MY NEW rUOOH if
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Job Provided
A. C, 6. Sergeant Anybody 'ere

know anything about drorlng?
Voice (with visions of "cushy"

Job) I do. I was an artist before
I joined up.

'Sergeant Well, go an" 'elp draw
some water to wash the lorries
down. Tit Bits.
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A Perfect Lady
The student approached the

pretty In the music
"What will you have?" she

wanted to know.
"Isle of View," was his answer.
"Kotnlng doing," was her reply.

"I'm a perfect lady, sir." Punch
Bowl.

A BIG INDUCEMENT
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London Opinion.
Dramatic Agent Yes, old man, the part Is pretty rotten and the

money's poor but you food in the banquet scene without a coupon.
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